IV. Dilemmas
1.

A MORAL DILEMMA GENERALLY

'We have seen ttrat Confr¡cius may be rcgarded as

taking up aposition benreen voluntarism

and eudaimonism and that his thinking has cha¡acteristics which refer to both pluralism
and monism, although the main balance rests on pluralism. Moreover, generally speaking,

Confucius'main motive u'as to baiance between extremes. This appears for example in
the following passag€s:
Tt¡e Master said, The Osprcys! Pleasure not carried to the point ofdebauch;
the point of self-injury. (4N.3:20.)

griefnot ca¡ried to

Master Yu said, ln the usages of ritual dl it is harrrony Íg that is prized; the lüay of thc Former
Kings from this got is beauty. Both small matters and great depcnd upon it. If things go amiss, he
who knows the harmony will be able to am¡ne them. But if harmony itself is not modulaæd by
ritual, things will still go amiss. (Al.{. 1:12.)

According to Waley, harmony in this context means harmony ber¡¡een man and
nature; playing the musical mode that ha¡monizes with the season, wearing seasonable
clothes, eating seasonable food, and the like. (W,lt-ev 1964: 86; Crn¡ Hsi I95Z: 5;
CHs¡.¡c Shu-te

1974:4I; ToNc 1969: 52+525.)'Harmony is apparently related to Li

also because it regulates the five relations, which are: relations between prince and minister, father and son, husband and wife, relations between brothers and relations between
friends.' (CHANc Chin-tsen 1960: 1.) Fingarette says: 'since /i is that sm¡cture of human

conduct that harmonizes the doings of all men and establishes their well-being as men,
it is clear that he who is fully established in /f is living a life that is perfectly organized
and is entirely conducive to the flowering of human existence.' (FtricARErrE 1972:47.)

This means that Confucius tried to avoid contradictions and dilemmas. However, in
certain matters he was indecisive when meeting conEadictory requirements. Consequently
it was difficult for him to choose between different options.
Moral dilemmas have been defined in the following ways:
A Moral Dilemma is a situation in which an agent S morally ought to do A and morally ought to
do I but cannot do both, either because I is just not-doing-u{ or bccause some contingent feature
of the world prevents doing bottr (GOwA.l.¡S 1987: 3.)

'tl/illiams adds to this another case 'in which it seems that I ought to do c in respect of
some conside¡ations, and ought not to do c in respect of others.' (tü/rueus & A¡<n¡sox
1965: 118.) According to Stocker, in the dilemma there is no right act open to the agent
and every option is simply wrong

(Sroccn

1990: 10).
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A moral dile¡nma involves an individual or a group in a conflict between two moral
principles, beliefs or values each of which is held to be of equal importance by the individual or group in question (Frsmn 1990: l8).
Paske touches upon this problem and defines the moral dilemma

in the following

way:
A moral dilemma occurs when, through no fault of her own, a moral agent is faced wiû two (or
morc) obligations in a si¡¡ation where it appean impossible to fulfrll both (or all) of rhem. A
purported moral dilemma occurs when the apparent impossibility can be resolved. A genuine
moral dilemma occurs when the apparcnt impossibility cannot be ¡esolvod. lt is sometimes argued
that there can bc no genuine moral dilemmas. Among the reasons givcn for tlre denial of genuine
moral dilemmas is the claim that such dilemmas would enøil that deontic logics be inconsistenl
This, it is argued" would render ethics radically incoherent because genuinc moral dilemmas
aPp€ar to contain a contradiction from which, usi¡g the sundard rules of the propoaitional calculus,
anything could be dcrived. (PASKE 1990: 315.)"

According to Sinnoü-Amstrong moral dilemmas
cannot tre defincd simply as conflicts between moral requirements, beca¡¡sc not all conflicts
between moral requirements are moral dilemmas. The reason is th¿t moral requirements vary in
stength or imtþnance. (SINNOTI-ARMSTRONG 1988: 15.)

The dilemma situation breaks what Morton White calls a 'first-level ¡noral law or
principle', which is 'that an act is obligatory only if it is free, and therefore that an act is
not obligatory if it is not free.' (M. Wrrre 1993:26; cf. DoNncnN 1987: 175.) In a dilem¡na one has rwo obligations which are equally important and one shbuld choose both
of them. After choosing one of them, one loses the freedom to choose the second.

In the value theories, the question of whether any genuine irresolvable moral dilemmas
exist has been under discussion. De Cew says:
Many thoories in the history ofethics have held that therc cannot be genuinely irrcsolvable moral
dilemmas, that is, an agent cannot bc bound by two moral rcquirements, neithe¡ of which overrides
the other in a morally relevant way. The major goal of a moral theory is to demonstate how to
resolve apparent conflicts.
Recently, a number of philosophers have challengod this stand¿d view about moral conflicts
and the role of ethical theory. Their claim is that the moral universe is more complicaæd than
many theories acknowledge. Thc inevitability of conflicts is a moral datum that a theory must
accommodâte. (DE CEW 1990:27.)

According to Comett, 'there is no objective method for resolving fundamental moral
If the agents have similar basic attitudes it is possible for them to have a
subjecúve method to solve many potentiai conflicts. (Con¡¡E'rr 1987: 103.)

conflicts.'

t9

Sce also PASKE 1989: 57-58. Nagel defines dilemmas in the following way: 'The srrongest cases of
conflict are genuine dilemmas, whe¡e there is decisivc support for two or more incompatible courscs
of action or inaction. In that case a decision will still be necessary, but it will seem necessarily
arbitrary. \ryhcn two choices arc very evenly balanced, it does not matter which choice one makes.
and a¡bitrariness is no problem. But when each seems right for re¡¡sons that appear decisive and

sufEcient, arbira¡iness means the lack of reasons where reasons a¡e needed, since either choice will
mean acting against some reasons without being able to claim that thcy are outweighed.' (NAGEL
1987: 175.)
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¿ CONFTTCIUS'DILEMI\4A SITUATION IN OFT'ICE
One of the clea¡est situations about which Conñ¡cius felt it difñcult to decide what to
choose was whether to take ofFrce or not. It was important for him that before he could
accept an oftice, he ought to be able to accept the behavior of the prince whom he was
to serve. The Analects express this principle in the following way:
The people of Ch'i sent to Lu a prcsent of female musicians, and Chi Huan-rzu (died
accepted them. For three days no court was held, whereupon Master K'ung left Lu.

WAIIY t96/;:2@,219.)

in 492 BC)
(AN. Ig.4.

In this case the dilemm¡ situation occu¡red first, and Conñ¡cius solved the problem by
resigning. This situation is not a real dilemma, hecause Confucius knew what his moral
principles were (Leunaou 1962: 143) and the situation was perfectly clea¡ ro him.20
There is anotåer instance where it is pointed out that ,øo does not prevail, but
Confucius still had to serve. The situation was not according to Confr¡cius'principles,
but he had to serve, nevertheless.
Yang Huo q,anted to see Master Kung; but Masrer K'ung would not sce him. He sent Masær
K'ung a sucking pig. Masær K'ung. choosing a time when he knew Yalg Huo would not be at
home, went to tender acknowledgment; but met him in the road. He spoke ro Master Kung, saying, 'come here, I have something to say to you.' whar he said was, 'can one nho hides his jewel
in his bosom and lets his counry continue to go ¿rsùay bc called Good? Certainly not. Can one
who longs to takc pan in affain, yet time after time misses the opponunity to do so can such a
one be called wise? certainly not. The days and months go by, the years do not wait upon our
bidding-' Master K'ung said. All right; I am going ro serve.
(Al.l. l7:1.)
E, #,
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A Gendeman's service to his country consists in doing such right

as he can. That the way does
not prevail, he knows well cnough beforehand. Next day Tzu-lu went on his way aûd reported
what had happened. The Master said, He is a recluse, aûd totd TzuJu to go back and visit him
again- But on arriving at the place he found that rhe old man had gone away. (AN. l8:7.)

Pi Hsi summoned the Master, a¡rd he would have liked ro go. But Tzulu said, I rcmember your
once saying, 'Into the house of one who is in his own person doing what is evil, the Gentleman
will not enter.' Pi Hsi is holding chung-mou in revolt. How can you think of going to him? The
Master said, It is true that there is such a saying. But is it not also said that there are things 'So
hard that no grinding will ever wear them down,' that there arc things 'So whiæ that no steeping
will ever make them black'? Am I indeed to be forever like the bitter gourd thar is only fit to hang
up, but not to eat? (AN. l7:7.)

to La**on

says: 'A second, slightly more complex, class of cthical situations in which agents find
themselves may be described thus: we may know what we a¡e to do, or ought to do, or have to do,
and yet in various ways be tempæd not to do it, and as a result either do or not do what we a¡e or
ought to do, either out of a conscious decision or not. This class includes as a subclass thosc cases
commonly called cases of acrasi4 where we know what we ought to do and for va¡ious reasons and
in various way fail to do it. There is a clear sense in which all examples in this second class of moral
situation arc dilemmatic. We are, as we often say, torn between duty and pleasure, or between our
obligations and ou¡ interests, or between our principles and our desires. Nonetheless, I do not wish to
call these cases moral dilemmas, because in all these cases our moral situation is perfectly clear. We
know where our duty lies or what our obligations are or what our moral principles detemrine. for us
here, but for various non-moral reasons a¡e tempted not to stick with morality.' (LEMMON 1962:
t43.)
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The second quotation reveals that it was commonly known that Confucius demanded
certain requirements from the lord he was going to serve. Apparently Confucius tried to
solve this by considering which kinds of misbehavior he could tolerate and which not.
Although he possibly decided that he could tolerate certain misbehavior from the side of
the lord, this would still mean acontadictory situation. The situation was that Confrrcius'

duty was to serve, since he had the talent and abitity to do it. However, he ought not to
serve, because the lord did not follow the priaciples which Confucius thought to be
conect. This situation presumably made it difficult for Confucius to follow his own
principles in the office. He had moral reasons to pursue both of two incompatible
cou$es. Mallock says about this kind of situaúon:
lThesc dilemmas] range from situations in which it is fairly clear which is the morally bener
coursc..- to those of real perplexity in which one rnay be forced to rethink one's whole moral
outlook or in which one finds oncself doing what one regards as wrong, whichever course one
takes.' (MALLoCK 1967: 159. See also JACI$oN & PARGETTER 1986: 235.)

In Confucius'case above, he was close to the perplexity situation in which he could
find himself doing wrong, whichever course he chose.
We could try to consider the reasons why Confucius on one occasion teft office (AN.
l8:4) and why on another occasion (AN. l7:1) he accepted it. one clue towards a
solution would be to see whether the perplexity situation really reflects Confucius'
anitude. lü/aley states that this story in AÌ.[. l7:1 originated in non-Confucian circles.
Most probably therefore this does not reflect Conñ¡cius' attitude. It seems also that the
perplexity situation is inconsistent with the general Confucian principle of resigning
f¡om the post of a minister if one cannot serve the prince 'without infringement of the
way' l)(ËEFã, as srated in AN. l1:23.

Al'[. 17:1 would lead to the situation that Confucius possibly had to serve against his
principles in a continuous situation of dilemma and tension. Even if this passage is not
genuinely Confucian, it stilt belongs to the Analects and show that the Analects recognized
a situation in which continuous dilemma or tension can prevail. Also, in this case of rwo
conflicting moral situations Confucius had to choose the lesser evit. Fi¡st he thought
that not to serve was the lesser evil. Later, after being motivated by yang Huo he was
ready to change his opinion about which was the lesser evil. Now he thought that to
serve is the lesser evil. (Scrwmrz 1985: 79. see also Roseuor-¡r lg16:4@;cf. Fr¡¡cÆsrre
1972:22-24; c¡n¡ 1984: 299.)ln principle, confucius wanted ro avoid pe¡plexities for
he said: 'At forty,I no longer suffered from perplexities'.14N. 2:3; Herron¡ 1936:
10ó-107.)
The following anecdote shows that Confucius' attitude towards accepting office and
his difficulties in this måtter were recognized more or less generally:
The Master was playing the stone-chimes. during the time when he was in Wei. A man carrying a
basket passed the housc where he and his disciples had established themselves. He said, How
passionaæly he beats his chimcs! When the tune was over, hc said How petty and small-minded!
A man whose talents no one recognizes has but one course opcn to him - to mind his own
business! 'If the waær is deep, use the stepping-stones; if it is shallow, then hold up your skir6.'
The Master said, That is indeed an easy way out! (AN- 14:42.)
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This anecdoæ points out that the man on the road, possibly a 'Taoist' type herrnit
(RoNce¡¡ 1988: I72), recognÞed that Conñ¡cius w:ts not accepted as an officer. The
reason for this rejection could be that he was unpopular among the rulers, as the story
lets one understand. It may well be that Confucius' motive in establishing the principle
of Al.[. I l:23. was to create an ethical reason for him not being accepted to offrce. The
real reason for his rejection could well have been that he was regarded as incompetent,
but he himself turned tbe reason into a moral one. The story lets one understand that
common people regarded him as not competent for the office. If Confucius had accepted
the perplexity situation of serving an unworthy ruler, despite his principles, he would
have shown himself to be a politician whose word cannot be trusted. He would have
stated a certain principle which he did not follow. In his mind, Confucius chose the
lesser evil of not serving in this case. When not in offrce Confi¡cius had a cornpensatory
choice (Hovr 1969: 4.) that of devoting himself to the to the profession of a teacher.

3. TRTTSTING ONE'S

IilORD AND A DILEMMA

In keeping one's promises a dilemna could occur, when one has promised something,
but a new situation presents itself. This new situation is against one's principles and one
has a tension between the principles and one's promise. I-em¡non gives an exarrple.
Of the simplest variety of moral dilemma in the full sense:
A man both ought o do something and ought not to do that thing. Here is a simple example,
bo¡rowed from Plato. A friend leaves me with bis gun, saying that he will be back for it in the
evening, and I promise to retum it when he calls. He arrives in a distraught condition, dema¡¡ds
his gun, and announcqs that he is going to shoot his wifc because she has been unfaithfirl. I ought
to ¡€turn the gun, since I promised to do so - a case of obligation- And yet I ought not to do so,
since to do so would be to be indirectly responsible for a murder, and my moral principles are
such thatl regard this as wrong. (LEMMON 1962:. l48.)

The idea may be from Plato, but certainly not the whole quotation, since during his time
there were no guns.

Confucius often stressed that one should be keep one's promises, for example:
The Master said, A country of a ¡housand war-chariots c¿nnot be administered untess tbe ruler
attends scicdy o business, puncnrally observæ his promisês 6¡!$níË is economical in expendinre,
shows affection towards his subjects in general, and uses the labor of the peasanty only at rhe
proper times of year.

(AN. l:5.)

lægge translates {å, r?s¡n, as 'sincere' (Lecce 1969: 14O).
One who, when he sees a chance of gain, stops to think whcther to pursue it would be righç when
he sees that (his prince) is in danger, is ready to lay down his life; when the fulfillment of an old
promise is exacæd, stands by what he said long ago him indeed I think we might call 'a perfect

man.' Ã

FõÈ+ Ë2-È, dfEi. tlh'ñ,

The Masær

sai{ A Gentleman

(AN.

^*

14: 13.)

is ashamed to let his words ouuun his deeds.
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(AN. 14:29.)

Othersayingsa¡e:Al.[. l:4,6,7,13,2:22,4:22,24,5:9,27,7:24,8:16,9;24,13.'33,
I7:8,ZO:L. The number of these sayings shows that the matter r¡/as very important
indeed for Confucius.
Masær Yu said, In your promises cleave to what is right, And you

will be able to fulfil your word-

In your obeisances cleave to ritual, And you will keep dishonour at bay. (AN. l:13.)
Tsai Yu used to sleep during thc day. The Master said, Rotten wood cannot be carved, nor a wall
of dried dung be uowelled. What use is the¡e in my scolding him any more? The Masær said,
There was a time whcn I merely listened attentively to what people said, and took for granæd that
they would carry out their words. Now I am obliged not only to give ear to what they say, but also
to keep an eye on what they do. It was my dealings with Tsai Yu that brought about the change.

(Al'¡.5:9.)
The Master said, In an h¿nlet of tcn houses you may bc sure of frnding someone quiæ as loyal
and m¡e to his word as I. But I doubt if you would ñnd anyone with such a love of leaming. (AN.
5:27.)
Master Tseng said, Every day I examine myself on these three points: in acting on behalf of
othe¡s, have I always been loyal to their interests In intcrcourse with my ftiends, have I always
been ûue to my word? Have I failed to repeat the preceps that have been handed down to me?

(Al.¡. 1:4.)
Who in the service of his prince will lay down his lifc, Who in inærcourse with friends is Eue to
- others may say of him tha¡ he still lacks education, but I for my pa¡t should certainly
call him an educated man. (Al.[. l:7.)

his word

The Masær said, I do not see what use a man can be put to, whose word cannot be tusted. How
can a waggon be made to go if it has no yoke-bar or a carriage, if it has no collar bar? (Al.¡. 2:22.)

The Master said, In old days a man kept a hold on his words, fearing the disgrace that would
ensue should hc himself fail to keep pace with them. (4N.4:22.)
The Master took four subjeca for his teaching culture, conduct of affairs, loyalty to superiors and
the keeping of promises. (AN. 7:24.)
Thc Master said, Impetuous, but uicþ! Ingenuous, but dishonest! Simple-minded, but capable
breakjng promises! To such men I can give no recognition. (AN. 8:16.)

of

Tzu-chang asked about gening on with people. The Master said, Be loyal and true to your every
word, serious and careñ¡l in all you do; and you will get on well enough, even though you find
yourself among barbarians. But if you are disloyal and untrust worthy in your speech, frivolous
and ca¡eless in your acts, even though you are âmong your own neighbours, how can you hope to
get on well? When standing, I see these principles ranged beforc you; in your carriage, see them
resting on the yoke. Then you may be sure tbat you will get on. Tzu-chang accordingly inscribed
the maxim upon his sash. (Al.l. 15:5.)
He who keeps his word is trusted by the people. (AN. 20:

By speaking about 'being slow

i¡

l.)

word' Confucius probably had also in mind that

one should be careful in giving promises in order to be able to

fulfill them:

The Masær said, A Gentleman covets the repuation of being slow in word but prompt in deed
7âf
ffi'trittr. (AN. 4:24.)

*ft
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This comes apparent in the following quotation:
The Master said, A young man's duty is to behave well to his pârents at home and to his elders
abroad, to be cautious in giving promises and punctual in keeping them, to have kindly feelings
towards every one, but se¿k thc intimacy ofthe Good. If, when all that is donc, he has any energy
to sparc. then let him snrdy the polite ans. (Atf. l:ó.)

The concepts for 'cautious in giving promises a¡rd puncfiral in keeping them' in AN.
are
These a¡e translated by Legge as 'er¡mest atrd trurhful' (Lrcce 1969:
140. see also cH'm¡.¡ Mu 1975: 73:74). The meaning of the concepr ,lä in the Analects

l:6

ËffiÊ.

is wider than just 'to keep promises', but the meaning does include this notion as well.
The meaning is rather to avoid any type of lying. Confucius' anitude is simila¡ to $,hat

Atkinson says: '\ry'e are fully entitled to refrain from giving undertakings which, once
given, \rre are in fidelity bound to keep.' (Ar¡qNsoN 1965: 132.)'Refraining is conscious
omission.' (P. G. Smm 1986: 16. See also J¡crsox & PencE'rrER 1986: 235; V¡¡¡
tù/rrc 1990: 155; C¡,ssr 1984: 397.)
Conñ¡cius recognized the possibility of a fault in this maÉer as well:
The Master said, First a¡d foremost, be faithfi¡l to your superiors, koep all promiscs È, refr¡se rhe
friendship of all who are not like you; and if you have made a mistake iÉ, do not
afraid of
admining the fact and aurending your ways. (AN. 9:24.)

þ

Confucius' dilemma situation $,as that often the promises are not kept. A sage should
have a certain attitude in this situæion:
The Masær said, Is it the man who 'docs not couût beforehand upon the falsity of others nor
reckon upon promiscs not being kept,' or he who is conscious bcforehand of deceit that is the
mre sage?

(AliI. 14:33.)

The following lets one understand that keeping promises is not a simple matten
The Masær said, Yu, bave you ever been told of the Six Sayings about the Six Degenerations?
Tzu-lu replied, No, never. (Îhe Master said) Come, then; I will tell you- Love of Goodness
without love of learning degenerates into silliness. Love of wisdom witl¡out love of learning
degenerates into utter lack of principle. l¡ve of keeping promises {f, withour love of learning
degenerates into villainy. Iove of uprightness without love of learning degenerates into harshness.
Love of courage without love of learning degenerates into turbulence. Lovc of courage without
love of learning degenerates inlo merc recklessness. (Al.l. l7:8.)

In these passages Conû¡cius does not speak about two or more promises which could
exclude each other (Cot¡EE 1987:239).
Confucius does not explicitly consider the difficulties arising when one has given a

promise. Implicitly, one would think that because Confucius so much stressed the
importance of keeping promises and being true to one's worid" he ought to have understood

the difficulty arising when one has given a promise and cannot keep it in a new
situation. Confucius simply regards
has given long ago.

it

as ideal
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if one fulfils

an old promise which one

4. TWO CONTRADICTORY REQTJTRETVTENTS

A genuine dilem-¿ reguires two contradictory requirements (GOwANs 1987: 3). 'In
theory the dilemma is unsolvable; in practice a resolution must be found.' (HARDTNG
1985: 45.) This kind of a situation appea$ in the Analects in a¡ example about the
Good Man in a well.
'lsai Yi¡ asked saying,'I take it a Good Man fr,f; even if he werc told that anothcr Good Man
were at the bouom of a well, would go to join him." The master said, lilhy should you think so?
"A Gentleman Ëi7 can be broken, but cannot be dented; may be deceived, but cannot be led
astray."' Waley parapbrases this as: 'Tsai Yü, half playfully asked whether, since the Good
always go to wherc other Good Men are, a Good M¿n would leap into a well on he¿ring that there
was another Good Man at the bottom of ir Confucius, responding in the same playful spirit,
quotes a m¡¡rdm about thc Eue GÊntleman, solely for thc sake of the reference in it to hsien, which
means "th¡ow down" into a pit or well, but also has the sense 'Io pit," "to dent".'2l The sense of
this passage is that a Cood Man uses his conmon sensc. However, Confucius does not regard this
question only as a practical one. If it had been only a practical qucstion, he could have solved this
by suggesting that the Good Man should help the orher Good Man from the well, by using a rope
for example. Now Conû¡cius has accepted the dilemma included in the question. This dilemma
has two solutions, not to jump into tlre well and to neglect the Good Man on the one hand which
would mean also to miss his good company, and to jump into the well and to perish on the other.
These alternatives are incompatible and the rcsults are conEadictory. The Analects show he¡e the
ability to compare events and to recognize tbat they are incompatible. In addition to this, the
question was a test for Confucius as to whether he overvalues Jen, disregarding all other
considerations. (NUOff.A 1992:. l4ÇL47 . See also YANG Hui-chieh 1975: 34; H¡RDING 1985:
52; H¡RE l98l: 28; 1987.-205-207; MlI,o 1984: 190. About overvaluing, se¿ STOC'I(ER 1990:
4t42.)
This exarple of a Good Man in a well as a dilemma situation corresponds with what
L¡mmon describes as acrasia, 'where we know what we ought to do and for various
reasons and in various way fail to do it' (L¡ruruox 1962: |43).I-emmon does not regad
this as a dilemma since the agent knows where his duty is, and the situation is clear, as
it was in Confucius' case.
Even so the situæion was contradictory. According to læmmon, a moral dilerrma in
the full sense is as r¡il¿ìs described in the example above about the friend who r¡/ants to
shoot his wife. One has to return the gun because one has promised to do it, but by
returning it one would cause the death of a person. This is contradictory because a man
both ought and ought not to do something. Lemrnon considers the solutions to this kind
of a dilemma. He refers to principles according to which duties and obligations in certain roles are v/eighted against each other, 'putting, for exarrple, our duties as a citizen
before our duties as a friend and our duties as a friend before any obligations we may
have incurred.' Confucius'example places common sense before the duty to rescue the

Good Man from the well. I¡mmon says: 'But dilemmas in which we are morally prepared, in which we, as it were, merely have to look up the solution on our private ethical
code, are rare, I think, and in any case of little practical interest. Of greater importance
are those dilemmas in this class where some decision or a moral character is required.'

2t

*ãtrÉ.Chu Hsi and Hsü regard f,, as mcaning Å (Cgu Hsi 1952: 39; Hsú Shih-ying
1963: 16ó). Cf. CH'ENG Shu-æ 1974: 361-362; WALEY 1964: 121,255; NIKKILÄ t992:146.

AN. 6:24
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L,emmon suggests that one should sacrifice one's obligation to utilitarian considerations
and not return the gun. If we take confucius' requirement tl¡at one has to keep one,s
promises, then one should return the gun regardless of the consequences. In lærn¡non's
assessment, this kind of holding 'the importance of a man's giving his word to be

fantastically high' or holding 'human life to be extremely cheap' is .morally primitive'.
Confucius' advice in this case would be not to give such a promise which one caonot
fulfill. At this point, we have not found yet a dilemma situation in the Analects which
would involve a decision of a moral character and a really difficult choice. Iæmmon
requires a choice between two kinds of morality, the morality of sympathy of personal
devotion, and a morality of wider scope. (LnnuoH 1962: 151-154. See also Sn¡uorrAnusrno¡.¡c 1988: 37; Penrrr 1978:285-299; pnsssr 1991: t6l-165; Orrvtn 1956:
94; Sc¡o¡nz 1994:226.

5.

FILIALITY AND A DILEMI\4A

In Conñ¡cius' thinking personal devotion appears in filiality ë. TAe question arises,
whetåer there is any contradiction or dilemma in choosing berween the morality of
sympathy in personal devotion when honoring one's par€nts and the morality of wider
scope, such as the duty in one's off,rce.

An example about this in the literature of moral theory is quoted from Sartre:
Boy who has to choose betwe¿n leaving for England to ñght for the F¡ee French Forces or of
staying of France with his mother who looks to him for her whole happiness. He feels that he has
some duty to go and ûght and someobliguion o say with his mother

In this two courses of action confront the boy with equal stringency. (M,ctrocr 1962:
t70,172.)
A principle concerning personal devotion of fitiality and being friendly towa¡ds
one's brothers and the morality of wider scope can be seen in the following quotation:
Somcone, when talking to Master Kung, said, How is it that you are not in the public scrvice?
The Master said. The Book says: 'Be filial, only be ñlial
and ûiendly towards your brorhers
and you will be contributing to govemment. Thcre a¡e other sorB of sErvice quiæ different from
what you mean by "service"-' (4N.2:21.)

fi

f;

confucius thinks that the moraliry of a wider scope, such as being in the public
service and senring the government and the whole state and the moratity of sympathy of
personal devotion are not contradictory. He sees no dilemma here at all. In his moralicy,
personal morality and the wider interests are inseparable from each other. (See Bot¡n¡c
1983: 76.)

Confucius' requirement was that a son should follow the ways of his father and elder
brother. When they ale alive, one hardly can follow new principles which deviate from
their principles. This is cla¡ified by the following discussion:
Tzulu

asked, When one hears a maxim, should one at once seek occasion to put it into practice?
The Master said, You¡ father and elder brother a¡e alive- How can you whenever you hear a
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måxim at oncc put it into practice? Jan Ch'iu asked, \ilhen one hears a maxim, should one at once
seek occasion to put it into p'ractice? The Mastcr sai4 ÌVhcn one hears it, one should at once put it
ino practice. Kung-hsi Hua sai{ When Yu asked, 'When onc hears a maxim, should or¡e at oncc
put it into p¡acticc?' you said, 'You have a father and elder brother alive.' But when Ch'iu asked,
'When one hea¡s a maxim, should one at once put it into pracúce,' you said, 'When you hear it,
put it into practice.' I am perplexed S and would venn¡rc to ask how this was. The Master said,
Cb'iu is backwa¡d; so I urged him on. Yu is fanatical abour Goodness; so I held him back. (AN.
I

l:21.)

Here Confucius replies to the same guestion in two differing \r¡ays, r¡rhich are contradictory, because those who ask are different persons and their attitude towards morality
is different. Generally, the writen about dilemma think that the dilemmas are solved in
similar ways in similar situations. Confucius however wants to introduce personal ethics
which means to him that two different agents should solve a similü problem in simila¡
situations in different t¡,ays, as suits their character. For him the ethical choice is not a
calculus by which one rcaches objective results, but it is at least in this case a subjective
choice in which the characteristics of the agent ieelf is the most decisive factor. These
characteristics of the agent can be assessed by a third person, like Confucius in this
case. Here Confucius does not follow the principle of universalizability of preferences
which requires that different persons in similar situations should have similar preferences.

(Soruelrn 1985: 78; H¡ne 1981: 95.) Apparently this reflects Confucius' approval of
eudaimonistic ethics, in which the moral agent is important.
These differing opinions however do not mean that Confucius is a relativist who
denies universal standards in ethics. (De CEw 1990:37.) He only takes the situation of
the agent into account.
In one case a dilernma between the morality of sympathy of personal devotion and
the morality of wider scope ur¿rs brought to Confucius:
The 'Duke' of She addrcssed Master K'ung saying, In my country there was a man called Upright
Kung. His father appropriaæd a sheep, and Kung borc witness against him. Masrer K'ung said, In
my country tbe upright men ar€ of quiæ another sort. A fathEr will scrcen his son, and a son his
father - which incideoally does involve a sort of uprightness ËËÊF. (Al.{. 13:18.)

This situation is parallel to that one which is discussed by Fisher. In this moral
dilemma the father has 'special claim not to be harmed', but the criminals 'should be

repoted to the country's judical system.' Whichever way the son decides to act he 'will
be forced to abandon, or at least de-emphasize one of these sets of beliefs.' (F¡s¡mn
1990: 18.)

Confucius opts 'for one course of acúon rather than another without any further
process of reasoning' (MAIrocK 1967:. 172).

According to Confucius filiality and letting one's father be punished have a true
comparative judgment of their strengths (Snn¡orr-An¡asrRoNc 1985: 3?A; 1988: l5). In
this case the comparative judgment is that both alternatives concern the relationship
between the father and his son. Confucius decides that the interests of the father override
other considerations in the son's de¿isions, ifhe is a filial son. Confircius does not suggest that the son's behavior when screening his father, would violate another moral
requirement, which is not overridden in a morally relevant way, thus leading to a dilem53

ma This would mean a limiædcomparability in which both options have some comparable
requirements, but some of the requirements are incomparable. This leads to a dilemma
situation. (Snworr-An¡usrRoNc 1985:325-328; 1988: 15; O'Nnr,l L993: It7;Dowru,u
sor 1990: 1-15.)
Confucius simply avoids the dilemma by overvaluing the principle of beneficence
towards one's father over the principles of retributive justice and obligation to the moral
community by citizens. There a¡e ci¡custances in which Confr¡cius does not apply the
rules ofjustice. (I{áRRrsoN 1953: ll21' Corrrn¡csau 1987:49-55.)
rùy'e
have seen that Confi¡cius regards the ñtiality and letting one's father be punished
as comparable moral requirements. However, the Analects show that the comparison
between these requirements is in the Duke of She's country the other way round compared

with Confucius. This situation comes close to limited incomparability, or at least shows
that the comparison is problematic and more o¡ less subjecúve. This also leads to the
fact that Confucius recognized the existence of plural values.
According to Fingarette the passage about Upright Kung seems 'to present a situation
where the issue, as we would define it, is one of internal conflict in the moral code, a
conflict to be resolved by penonal choice' (Fnce.nerre L972:23). Fingarette continues:

.

The passage could bc a model one for posing the need of choice betwecn two conflicting moral
requirements. A Westcrner would almost inevitably claboraæ on it by emphasizing that in this
case we do have knowledge (it is right to respect the law; it is right to groted one's parents botb
are profound obligations), but when two profound duties conflict, wc must choose. And it is in
this necessity ro make a critical choice thar lies the seed of tragedy, of responsibiliry, of quilt and
remorse. But this way of seeing the matæç so obvious a possibility to us, is no even suggesæd by
Confucius. It is the very obviousncss of this view of the maner that makes Conñ¡cius' failure to
show any recognition of it the more blatanl lWe could have no beuer proof tha¡ this that the
problem of genuine choice among ¡eal alternatives never occurred to Confucius, or ¿t least never
clearly occurred to him as a fundamental moral task. Confucius mercly announces the way he
sees the matter, puning it tacúilly by saying it is the cusom in Li. Therc is nothing to suggcst â
decisional problem; everything suggests that there is a defect of knowledge, a simple error of
moral judgrnenr on the Duke's part (FINGARETTE 1972:23)

Rosemont comments: 'Fingarette's argument here rests on negative evidence, which
is often a weak method of demonstration.' (Roseuom 1976: 469.)
Fu says:
In this personal obsen¡ation Fingarene fails to take into account the various moral terms used by
Confucius himsclf that clearly express Confucian choice. What Fingarette has missed in the
'uprightness' passage is that Conñ¡cius was passing his own moral judgment that uprightness
consists right in (chih-tsai-ch'í-chunC ÉæX+\ the son's protecting his father's misconduct
before the public, in the ground of jen manifested through filial piety - as a marrer of Confucian
rectification of names as well. Our ca¡eful hermeneutic investigation of almost all the moral terms
in the Analects, including 'uprigtrtncss' to be sure, will disclose the fact that Conñ¡cius' employment
of these terms always involves the principle of moral rectification of names footed in the way of
jen(and )tI (Fu 1978: 183.)

Fingarene replies to the criticism:
Of course, I acknowledge that the Cbinese people of Confircius' time made choices; my point was
that discussion of the concept of choice, along with the cluster of ancillary notions and metaphysical
assumptions that I spccified, was absent Aom ¡he Analects (p. I 9). f spoke of such notions as guilr
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and rq)entance, and of such assumptions as that of thc power of choice bcing an ultimaæ power
to choose among genuine options and thereby to crEate one's own spiritual destiny. This cluster of
notions, familia¡ in Westcrn thought, I contrasted with the emphasis in tlre Analects upon the idea
that there is a rigbt Way and that we ought to follow it ln the Analecs, Confucius claborates thât
laner theme but does not tåke up thc aspect ofchoice, speciñcally, with all the implication that

would occur naturally to a Westerner. That, in brief, was my theme; arid one may, of course,
rcmain unpersuaded by my argunents in thc book. (FINGARETTE 1978:224-225.)

When speaking about preference and choice in Confucius' thinking we cannot give
as much weight to this single passage as Fingârette does and refute the whole issue of
choice on the basis of this passage. However, to be fair to Fingarene, this passage does
sho\v that Confucius passed by the apparent dilemma situarion quite lightly.
The materials show that moral dilemmas rrere not very problematic for Confucius.
On the other hand it can be seen that Confr¡cius' thinking admits the existence of a
dilemma situâtion at least to some deg:ree. (Cf. Rosnraom 1978: 516.)
A good illustration is the following advice on how to avoid dilemma situations:
Tzu-chang was studying the Song Han-lu. Master said, Hea¡ much, but maintain silence as
regards doubtñrl points and be cautious in speaking of the rest; then you will seldom get into
trouble- See much, but ignore what it is dangerous to have seen. and be cautious in acting upon
the rest; then you will seldom want to undo your acts. He who scldom gets into trouble about
what he has said and seldom does anything that he afterwards wishes he had not done,
surc incidentally to get his rewa¡d. (Al'[. 2:18.)

will

be

Confucius' attitude towa¡ds dilernrnas is tested especially when the problem of dirty
hands occurred.
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